
 

 
 

INVESTORS JOIN SIGNPOST 
Company aims at further growth and professionalisation 

Digital formulas for education are being appreciated in Belgium and abroad 

13 May 2020 – Signpost, the market leader in IT solutions for the education sector in Belgium, is 
taking on its next challenges. The fast-growing company is partnering up with a couple of major 
investors in order to speed up its European ambitions. One of those ambitions for Signpost is to grow 
into ‘the European ICT Partner for Education’. 
 

Now, one and a half years after the first contact, the deal has been finalised. A group of investors 
around Steven Buyse (managing partner CVC) and Stefan Tournoy (founder Vente Exclusive, VeePee) 
will be taking up a minority participation in the new holding Signpost Ltd. Other investors are Xavier 
Dewulf (G&V Energy Group), Frederic Van den Weghe (AMAVI Capital) and Janwillem Naesens (MP 
Droia). 

All subsidiary stocks (Signpost België Ltd., Academic Software Ltd., Leermiddel Ltd., and WeZooz plc) will 
be transferred into the new holding. The board of directors will from now on consist of the 4 original 
shareholders – Paul Steenbergen (Founder), Hans Hermse, Pieter Barremaecker (CIO) and Arne 
Vandendriessche – joined by Stefan Tournoy, Steven Buyse and PMV. PMV supplied the company with a 
subordinated loan of €1.5 million, and so receives an advisory vote. Arne Vandendriessche remains as 
CEO. 

No further financial details will be communicated. 

Since the 2016-2017 season, Signpost has been undergoing a major growth spurt. This has resulted in a 
turnover growth from €7.3 million in 2016 to €25 million in 2019, and a growing workforce of 75 people 
today (up from 8 in 2013). For 2020, the company foresees to at least continue the same steady growth. 

Signpost’s offer is visualised by this circle of hardware, software and digital content: 

 



 

 
 

  

The three main products are:  

1. Notebook projects (BYOD) for secondary school students (also called 1-on-1 projects) aimed at 
facilitating digitalisation in the classroom. Students are provided with a laptop that can also be 
used at home. As of the school year 2020-2021 we aim at running laptop projects in over 225 
schools. Signpost provides the devices with the right software, along with an extensive warranty 
and repair service. The company maintains nearly 100,000 laptops. 
 

2. Academic Software is a platform that provides pupils/students and teachers/lecturers with legal 
and up-to-date software at a fixed price through subscription. It allows them to access the 
software they need to complete their school career both at home and at school. The 
multilingual helpdesk provides support in case of problems. Today, 350,000 pupils/students in 
Belgium, France and Spain are using Academic Software. 
 

3. Within our group, we go one step further to enhance classroom learning and enable tailored 
learning approaches. This requires high-quality digital books, but traditional publishers are 
putting the brakes on as this puts pressure on their paper-based business model based. Through 
our fully-fledged digital platform www.digitalemethode.be, we offer content that replaces 
books, in accordance with the learning outcomes of secondary education. This content 
completes the circle. 

Arne Vandendriessche, CEO: "A year and a half ago we came into contact with these people. They are all 
professionals with a strong track record, a network abroad and therefore concrete added value for our 
business. Moreover, there is also a human connection and we share the same drive. We are now going 
full steam ahead to accelerate our European plans. This year, we will have a turnover of approximately 
€5 million in Spain and France. These countries offer great opportunities. They appreciate our Belgian 
formulas for education and we now want to grow rapidly into a fully-fledged European player that 
brings hard- and software to the European student." 

Arne Vandendriessche 
CEO 
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www.signpost.eu 

 

https://eur04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.digitalemethode.be%2F&data=02%7C01%7CValerie.Hellebuck%40leiedal.be%7C8c16c6522153498d93a808d7f1c97030%7Cc5f17cdccf60451f96a6c822c9606ac8%7C1%7C0%7C637243719788414567&sdata=n8STAWOEsFlTqzwF6ukxwUQ1iihzuyauvlKEMWh9yxo%3D&reserved=0
https://www.signpost.eu/

